
Putin Says Russia Will Honor Gas Commitment But Flows Could Drop To Just
20% Of Capacity

Description

RUSSIA/EU: With Europe still on edge over the risk of an extended Nord Stream shutdown in 24
hours, moments ago Russian President Vladimir Putin eased tensions when he said that Russia would
fulfill its commitments to supply natural gas to Europe, but he warned that flows via the Nord Stream 
pipeline could be curbed soon if sanctions prevent additional maintenance on its components. 

Translation: as we predicted, Putin will resume NS1 flows, but at levels at or below the pre-repair “new 
normal” of 40%.

PUTIN: NORD STREAM VOLUME WILL DROP IF TURBINE RETURN DELAYED

so 20-30% of volume, below the 40% pre repairs?

— zerohedge (@zerohedge) July 19, 2022

As we reported previously, Nord Stream 1, the main artery for Russian gas to Europe, is currently
down due to regular maintenance and European governments are worried the Kremlin won’t restore its
flow when the work ends Thursday, roughly around the time the ECB announces a historic rate hike
(as much as 50bps according to the latest press reports). A prolonged outage could lead to an even
greater energy crisis, prompting governments to ration energy, hurting industry and sending the
country into recession even faster.
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https://twitter.com/zerohedge/status/1549505229011537921?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Putin echoed comments made late Tuesday after his visit to Tehran, where the Russian president said
that Kremlin-controlled energy exporter Gazprom PJSC, pipeline operator’s majority shareholder, “has
always fulfilled and will fulfill all of its obligations.”

But he added that flows might fall to some 20% of capacity as soon as next week if a critical
pipeline turbine that was undergoing repairs in Canada isn’t returned to Russia soon. Putin said that
another turbine had to go for maintenance on July 26.

Even before the maintenance began, Gazprom last month cut deliveries on the pipeline to 40% of its
capacity, blaming Canadian sanctions that had prevented the return of the turbine being repaired
there. European officials have dismissed the turbine explanation as a pretext for Moscow to try and
wreak economic havoc on the continent.

Germany has been racing to return the turbine to Russia after Canada earlier this month tweaked its
own sanctions, allowing turbines for the Nord Stream pipeline to be repaired and returned to Russia.

In response to the threat of a complete Russian shutdown, the European Union has been pressing
governments to step up their energy-conservation campaigns, rolling out new plans for possible 
rationing on Wednesday. 
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The commission’s plan is expected to offer guidelines for curbing energy use and establish criteria
governments can use to determine which industries to give priority to if there isn’t enough gas to go
around. The guidelines also call for public buildings to limit air conditioning to 77 degrees 
Fahrenheit and cap thermostats at about 66 degrees during colder months.

Earlier this week, news hit that Gazprom invoked force majeure for its failure to deliver contractually
agreed natural-gas shipments, according to European energy companies. It isn’t clear whether the
notice—a legal declaration that exempts the company from fulfilling contractual obligations because of
circumstances outside its control—covers a potential decision by Russia not to resume Nord Stream
flows after the maintenance.

While some European officials have in recent days cast doubt on whether Nord Stream would come
back online on Thursday, Putin’s comments helped fuel expectations the pipeline would restart.
Separately, flows of gas through the pipeline spiked several times on Tuesday, which analysts say
could be pressure tests ahead of the end of the maintenance.

Analysts at Goldman Sachs said they expected the pipeline to come back online Thursday at its pre-
maintenance capacity of 40%.

A full stop “would remove flexibility from Russia’s supply decisions, once you’re at zero, there’s only
one place to go: up,” the bank wrote in a note to clients on Tuesday, adding that such a scenario would
also deprive Russia of gas revenues.

1. Why would Russia not keep NS1 at zero?.

Most of the clients we have talked to over the past week are split between the 40% and the 0 flow
scenario for NS1 post maintenance, with many market participants in Germany in particular expecting
the pipeline to indeed remain at zero. However, we still don’t see NS1 staying at zero as a likely
scenario, as (1) it would remove flexibility from Russia’s supply decisions (once you’re at zero, there’s
only one place to go: up); (2) it would significantly reduce Russia’s gas revenues, limiting its upside
from a potential spike in European gas prices under that scenario; and (3) it would force an even faster
rate of gas production shut-ins in Russia. Although we don’t see these shut-ins as a
geological/technical issue for Gazprom, they effectively delay an increasing share of its gas revenues
to the end of the life of the wells. The large number of clients that have expected the pipeline to remain
at zero post maintenance suggests a sell-off in European gas prices from current levels is likely in case
NS1 returns to at least 40% of capacity from July 21st. This is in line with today’s TTF move, down 5
EUR at 154 EUR/MWh, following media reports suggesting NS1 will restart below capacity as
scheduled. To be clear, under a 40% NS1 flow rate scenario, we don’t believe such lower prices would
be sustainable, with a return to a 170 EUR TTF range likely in our view in order to generate enough
demand destruction to help take NW European storage to 90% full by end-Oct22.

2. What’s the risk to European gas markets if NS1 flows remain at zero

Under this tightest outcome, even taking into account offsets to the supply losses like coal restarts and
government-driven demand destruction, among others, we would expect TTF to average over 210
EUR/MWh in 3Q22. This is based on our expectation that markets (and governments) will act to take
NW European gas storage to 90% full ahead of the winter and our estimated demand elasticity of 1
mcm/d per 1.8 EUR/MWh move in price. This scenario would also likely push the Euro area into a clear
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recession, as recently highlighted by our economists.

3. What changes with the return of the turbine from Canada?. 

Not much. Despite the recent focus around the timing of the repaired turbine’s return to Russia, now
expected around Jul 24th, after NS1 maintenance is scheduled to end, we don’t believe this will be the
sole driver of NS1 flows. In addition to the opaqueness behind the scale of the volume curtailments via
NS1 last month, the absence of any Gazprom-driven re-routing of the reduced flows via an alternative
pipeline to mitigate the impact to supply suggest Russia’s gas exports are as much a political/economic
decision as a technical one.

4. Is it possible to track NS1 flows?

Maintenance is scheduled to end 6am CET this Thursday, July 21st. Intra-day flow data is available on
Bloomberg using the OPAL (OPAMRXIF Index) and NEL (NELFPMIF Index) intra-day tickers, which
added together show NS1 flows.

5. What is Gazprom’s recent force majeure declaration about?

The recent Gazprom force majeure (FM) declaration retroactively refers to realized export cuts (the
NS1 cuts) over the past month, and does not reflect any new changes to gas flows. We see it as an
effort by the company not to be seen as liable for the supply cuts to long-term customers observed
since mid-June. We do not see this FM claim as particularly relevant to our NS1 flow expectations
going forward.

6. Can Russian gas be diverted elsewhere, if it doesn’t flow to Europe?

Not really. The lack of pipeline connectivity between that particular producing region and alternative
buyers has resulted in Russian gas export curtailments being split between domestic storage injections
and production shut-ins. Specifically, Gazprom’s published data suggest its production is down 10%
year-on-year year to date, and down more than 35% year-on-year for the fist half of July. We do not
expect this to pose a geological issue, though, given Gazprom’s demonstrated ability to historically
swing production up and down without damage to gas well pressure. The most recent example of that
was its 50 Bcm production swing in 2020, during the peak of the pandemic. By 2021, Gazprom brought
it all back and more, as demand recovered. We also note that, because Gazprom does not rely
significantly on associated gas, its gas shut-in process has not impacted Russia’s oil production.

7. Why are our winter gas price forecasts so much lower than summer?

Although we are used to thinking of natural gas prices as being higher in winter than in summer, as
that’s when demand is highest, we believe the current tightness in European gas balances flips that
around. Without a recovery in Russian gas flows to Europe, the region’s blackout and heating risks in
winter are potentially so high that we expect markets (and governments) to act now, in summer, to fix
the problem. In particular, our 171 EUR/MWh TTF price forecast for 3Q22 under a 40% NS1 flow rate
scenario solves for end-summer storage at 90% full. And the more work (i.e., storage building) is done
in summer, the lower the work for prices to do in winter. This is especially the case in 1Q, because
winter weather uncertainty drops significantly in the second half of winter vs the first half, taking our
spot gas price forecasts then below 80 EUR. That said, this lower price would ultimately be driven
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higher once again during summer 2023 in our view, as price-driven demand destruction would likely be
top of mind once more in the absence of normalized Russian gas flows
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